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Abstract— In agricultural field, the Hadmba thresher 

machine is use to separate the grains from the stalk and the 

pod of the plants; A national institute for safety (NIFS) has 

investigated the breakage of hub bolts due to absence of 

suspension system in the Hadmba thresher machine. In rural 

India, the condition of road is very bad and in order to travel 

the Hadmba in such road conditions, the suspension system 

must be there in the machine to increase the life of the parts. 

This work involves design and analysis of a hub bolts and a 

leaf spring in existing and new designed Hadmba thresher 

machine under static and dynamic loading conditions. The 

modeling is done in Creo 1.0, and then analysis is performed 

in the ANSYS 11.0 by considering loading in static and 

dynamic conditions. The main concept use of leaf 

suspension system is to reduce the vibration energy of the 

vehicle body induced by the road roughness while keeping 

the vehicle stability within an acceptable limit. The different 

results were obtained and verified mathematically with 

Ansys. All analytically calculated values of deflection and 

stresses are closely matching with values obtained from 

ANSYS software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In our India there are 80% Population depend on farming for 

thousands of years, grain was separated by hand with flails 

and was very laborious and time-consuming, taking about 

one-quarter of agricultural labor. The Hadamba Thresher 

machine use in Separation of Grain from the stalk on which 

it grows and from the Chaff or Pod that covers its. Grains 

can be separated from the panicle of combination of 

Stripping, Rubbing, and impact action on plant Panicle head. 

This action resulted in application of Tensile, Compressive, 

Bending and Twisting forces. 

The productivity of farms depends greatly on 

Agricultural machine .Hadamba(high capacity thresher) is 

suitable for Threshing soya bean. Tur . chana. Wheat and 

highly popular. It consists of threshing cyclinder, concave, 

two aspiring blowers, reciprocating sieves, feeding chute 

with feed conveyor and feed rollers also safety lever in the 

feeding mechanism is provided. hadamba thresher machine 

is operated  with a tractor 35 HP. The power from Tractor 

PTO to the Thresher is supplied through universal shaft. 

Feeding of Crop is manual by standing on platform provided 

with thresher generally 3to 4 persons are required for 

continuously feeding of the crop. The labor required 

Threshing with Hadmba Thresher machine including 

transportation of Crop vary from 30 to 35 Men-h/ha. The 

time required for threshing one Hectare crop is 4 hours. 

A. Problem Identification 

In engineering field the result of failure must be exactly true. 

Finite element analysis the created design as well as when 

all the specification is known, then that can be show the 

better result. From the review, there are several problem 

should be highlighted in this project. 

 Since Suspension system yet not design for Hadamba 

thresher machine. The problem are found in Hub Bolt 

due to weight and absence of any suspension system. 

 The problem are also found in Chassis and body of 

machine due to which life decreases. The problem also 

accord due to absences of suspension system.     

 
Fig. 1.2: Bend and Break of Hub bolt 

B. Objective of Project 

1) To Study & Understand The Existing Hadamba 

Thresher Machine. 

2) Find Out The Various Points Of Failure in Hadamba 

Thresher Machine. 

3) Identification of Problem. 

4) Study of Failure of Problem. 

5) Computer Aided Design &Analysis of the Existing 

Machine. 

6) Design suspension system for Hadamba thresher 

machine. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Abdul-Aziz A. Almosawi, Ayad J. ALkhafaji, Kamal M. 

Alqazzaz,(2016) Vibration Transmission By combine 

Harvester to the driver at different operative condition 

During Paddy Harvest Author investigate  that vibration and 

shock a harvester machine driver feels when he sit on the 

driver seat during operating. 

Priyanka Kothari,Amit Patel (2014) A Review 

paper on design and analysis of leaf spring Author says Leaf 

spring are one of the oldest suspension component they are 

still frequently used , Especially commercially they are still 

Frequently used, Especially Commercial Vehicles. 

Charles V. Schwab,(2009) Agricultural Equipment 

on public Roads in this paper  committee on agricultural 
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safety and health investigate due absence of suspension 

system driver faces many problem. National institute for 

safety (NIFS) Investigate due to absence of suspension 

system Breakage of Hub bolt may be occur accident of 

driver. 

Nouby M. Ghazaly, Ahmad O. Moaqz,(2014) The 

future development and analysis of vehicle active 

suspension system in this paper Author investigate that The 

main concept use an active Suspension system reduce the 

Vibration energy of the vehicle body induced by the road 

excitation while keeping the vehicle stability within an 

acceptable limit. 

Sachin V. pathak, NRNV Gowripathi Rao,(2015) 

State farm mechanization in Indian Agricultural in this 

paper Author Says that The productivity of farms depends 

greatly on Agricultural machine. Hadamba (high capacity 

thresher) is suitable for Threshing soyabean. Tur . chana. 

Wheat and highly popular.  It consists of threshing cylinder, 

concave, two aspiring blowers, reciprocating sieves, feeding 

chute with feed conveyor and feed rollers also safety lever 

in the feeding mechanism is provided. Hadamba thresher 

machine is operated with a tractor 35 HP. 

Shivam Bansal Suspension System (2015) 

Suspension is the system of tires, tire air, springs, shock 

absorbers and linkages that connects a vehicle to its wheels 

and allows relative motion between the two. Suspension 

systems serve a dual purpose contributing to the vehicle's 

roadholding handling and braking for good active safety and 

driving pleasure, and keeping vehicle occupants comfortable 

and a ride quality reasonably well isolated from road noise, 

bumps, and vibrations, etc. These goals are generally at 

odds, so the tuning of suspensions involves finding the right 

compromise. 

A. Formulation of Problem  

From the literature Survey it has been conclude that 

suspension system is very important in moving vehicle due 

to support the load, protect vibration and shock arising from 

tire and road interaction. The prime objective is using 

suspension is to improve the quality, directional stability and 

handling of the vehicle. The suspension system in vehicle 

significant ally affects the behavior of vehicle. Leaf spring is 

the best option for agricultural equipment. National institute 

for safety (NIFS) investigate due to absence of suspension 

system breakage of hub bolt may be occur accident of 

driver. The main concept use an suspension system reduce 

the vibration energy of vehicle body induced by the road 

excitation while keeping the vehicle stability within an 

acceptable limit. It is also decided to prepare a CAD model 

using Creo 1.0 software. Further finite element method may 

also be also used for verification purpose. 

Some other paper report, technical articles, 

textbook, design data book,    catalogue is also reviewed; 

title and authors details are mentioned in literature cited. 

III. WORK DONE 

The weight of the thresher is 2300 Kg, the total weight is 

supported by the wheel shaft and one universal joint at front 

of thresher. The wheel is connected to the shaft by means of 

five nuts and bolts as shown in figure 3.1. When the thresher 

is in running condition i.e. moving on a rough road, the 

impact of roughness of road surface is directly comes on the 

nut bolts through wheels. As there is no any shock absorbing 

system is available, therefore all the five nuts and bolts are 

directly subjected to high impact stresses and resulting in the 

crushing failure first and followed by shear failure of all 

fasteners. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Shaft of Thresher 

IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

The finite element method is used in this project for the 

analysis which is the popular and used overall the world. 

Finite Element Method is the micro mechanical analysis 

which is now-a-days used as a powerful and an efficient tool 

for understanding the stress-strain behavior of the structure. 

The basic idea in the Finite Element Method is to find the 

solution of complicated problem by replacing it by the 

number of smaller region. Thus, the solution of each region 

is considered as built up of many small inter-connected sub-

regions called Finite Elements.  

A. Von-mices Stress Develop on the Hub Bolt 

 
Fig. 5.1: Von-mices Stress Develop on the Hub Bolt 

The fig 5.1 shows that the various contours of Von mices 

stress develop on the hub bolt the red colours shows that 

maximum Von mices stress 75.25 mpa and blue colours 

shows that minimum Von mices stress. 

B. Deformation Develop on the Hub bolt 

 
Fig. 5.2: Deformation Develop on the Hub Bolt 
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The fig 5.2. Shows that the various contours of deformation 

develop on the hub bolt the red colours shows that 

maximum deformation 2.636 mm and blue colours shows 

that minimum deformation. 

C. Von-mises Stress Develop on Modified Machine 

 
Fig. 5.3: Von-mises Stress Develop on Modified Machine 

The fig 5.3. Shows that the various contours of Von-mises 

stress develop on the hub bolt the red colours shows that 

maximum Von-mises stress 49.412 mpa and blue colours 

shows that minimum Principal stress 

D. Deformation Develop on Modified Machine 

 
Fig. 5.3: Deformation Develop on Modified Machine 

The fig 5.3shows that the various contours of deformation 

develop on the hub bolt the red colours shows that 

maximum deformation negligible and blue colours shows 

that minimum deformation. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this project work result is obtained for the existing 

machine and modified machine are as follow. 

A. Computer Aided Design and Analysis of Suspension 

System for Hadamba Thresher Machine 

Sr.No. Particular 
Without 

Suspension 

With 

Suspension 

1 
Von-mises 

Stress 
75.25 49.41 

2 Deformation 2.63 0.001925 

B. Graphically Stress Comparison between Existing and 

Modified Machine 

 
Fig. 6.0: Graphically Comparison between Existing and 

Modified Machine 

Fig. 6.0 shows that the graphically comparison between 

existing machine and modified machine, blue color shows 

that the different stresses develop on existing machine and 

red color shows that the different stresses develop  on 

modified machine. 

On fig 6.0 the Von-mises stresses developed on 

existing machine is 75.25 mpa after modification in existing 

machine these stresses are decreases upto 49.412 mpa. After 

that investigation we have conclude that the modified 

Hadmba Thresher Machine s absorb shock 60 to 65 %. 

C. Graphically Deformation Comparison between Existing 

and Modified Machine 

   
Fig. 6.0: Graphically Deformation Comparison between 

Existing and Modified Machine 

Fig. 6.0 shows that Graphically Deformation comparison 

between existing and modified machine. On the existing 

Hadmba thresher machine maximum deformation 2.636 mm 

after that modification these deformation decreases up to 

0.0019 mm i.e. means negligible deformation.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this project work after investigation  it has been found 

that on the hub bolt of Hadamba thresher machine there are 
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different stresses and deformation are more. This reduces 

the life of hub assembly, chasis, axle of Hadamba thresher 

machine due to Failure of hub bolt in that case more chances 

of accident to overcome this problem in existing Hadamba 

thresher machine is modified with by using proper 

suspension of leaf spring for Hadmba thresher machine it 

reveals the value of stresses deformation for modified 

Hadamba thresher machine with suspension system. 

The project conclude that suggested modification 

on the existing Hadamba thresher machine to improve the 

life hub bolt by 60.00%. More than existing Hadamba 

thresher machine because of stresses decreases upto 65% 

and deformation decreases up to negligible. 

  This analysis can be further used to check strength 

of leaf spring for static loading condition. All analytically 

calculated values of deformation and stresses are closely 

matching with values obtained from ansys software analysis. 
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